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Efficient Content Delivery and Integration
Do you have to make legacy repository content available on intranets and external websites?  
Do you need tighter security around your web content?  Do you need to reduce 
disk storage requirements of your websites?  If your organization is in need of 
a new approach to integrating content management systems with 
intranets or external websites, then Ligero is right for you.

Introducing Ligero
Organizations challenged with making content from legacy repositories available on intranets and external websites 
often struggle with traditional publishing tools. Armedia’s Ligero offers a fresh approach to the challenges of 
integrating content management systems with web, portal and enterprise applications. Ligero changes the publishing 
model by serving new content directly from a repository to a caching server, eliminating the need to publish files. It 
can then be configured to cache content for efficient delivery according to security and business policies.

How Ligero Works – Ligero flips the paradigm of caching content by replacing the old ‘push’ publishing 
methodology with new ‘pull’ technology.  Only pulling and caching the most frequently accessed content, Ligero 
eliminates the need to publish files and reduces storage requirements. Ligero can also be configured to cache content 
for efficient delivery according to security and business policies. Through load balancing, preemptive caching of critical 
content, and other techniques, Ligero will reduce any risk created by depending on the repository to bring you the 
most effective content display possible. 

Ligero for Documentum RightSite - Ligero enables users to upgrade their repositories, while continuing to use 
the RightSite tagged content, with little or no modification. Another option is Ligero LiteSite Converter, which runs 
against legacy HTML content and converts it to Ligero compatible JSP. With Ligero, your organization can move 
environments forward with much needed upgrades, without the burden of complex rewrites of your content or 
changes to downstream applications. 

Ligero for Documentum WebPublisher - Armedia’s Ligero Server makes it possible for you to eliminate the 
push of content to preview and staging sites, significantly reducing processing time and the number of copies of 
content stored in your pre-production sites. By deploying Ligero, you can eliminate the need for complex server farm 
installations without losing any of the core benefits of caching serves.

At a Glance: The Ligero Server Architecture 

About Armedia
Armedia is a content management consulting and software company focused on enabling organizations to 
achieve success by maximizing the value of their content.  Armedia is a CMMI Level 3 certified minority 
and veteran owned small business and maintains a GSA schedule.
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